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We analyse the trees given by sharps for III: sets via inner core models to give a canonical 
decomposition of such sets when a core model is Z: absolute. This is by way of analogy with 
Solovay’s analysis of IZ: sets into o, Bore1 sets - Bore1 in codes for wellorders. We find that 
II: sets are also unions of w1 Bore1 sets- but in codes for mice and wellorders. We give an 
application of this technique in showing that if a core model, K, is Z: absolute then 
Theorem. Every real is in K iff every Il: set of reals contains a II: singleton. 
Extensive work has been done in the past few years on the projective hierarchy 
assuming appropriate amounts of determinacy. This has been eminently success- 
ful in providing a good structure theory for these pointclasses. Of course a 
definitive inner model theory of, say, A&determinacy is lacking - and indeed it’s 
the very use of determinacy assumptions that enables us to prove many results 
about the higher levels of the projective hierarchy that were given to us at the 
very bottom level, for n: and Z:, by the existence of a nice inner model, namely 
L (as a typical example see the use of L in Friedman’s results on Ai degrees as 
opposed to the determinacy assumptions for A:, in [6]). In short determinacy may 
give us a nice tree whose projections are certain ZZ: sets for example, but L of 
that tree is not necessarily so pleasant. Now all this is either a truism, or a 
peculiar standpoint whichever you prefer, but one can perhaps be forgiven the 
impression that proofs from PD, albeit always admitting “n = 1” or “L” as the 
special case, leave no room for any decent theory between n: and L, on the one 
hand, and n: and L of the appropriate tree assuming Det(A:) on the other. But 
this is precisely the place where, if we deny ourselves the luxury of too large an 
hypothesis that we do find a nice inner model theory: that of core models. 
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the situation pertaining to fl: sets 
when such models are absolute, by way of analogy with n: and L. We find then 
that many pleasant proofs of facts concerning 2: and L, when we look at 2: and 
some appropriate core model, travel well. Indeed a routine inspection of many of 
them, together with a knowledge of, say, the first core model K, suffice to 
convince one that in several cases the same argument works. A typical example is 
the following: “If a core model, K, is 2: absolute, then the existence of a 2: 
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wellordering of Baire space is equivalent to that of every real being in K.” With 
“2” replacing “3” and L replacing K, this is Mansfield’s theorem. We may 
interpret 2: absoluteness of K as stating that every 2: set is the projection of a 
tree in K, and in the above proof we simply substitute “perfect trees in K” for 
“constructible perfect trees’ and invoke the 2: wellorder of the reals in K (cf. [3; 
41.61 for Kechris’ proof of Mansfield’s theorem, and [l; 13.241). 
Other examples are easily found and it is not our purpose to doggedly 
catalogue them here. We wish to look at 17: sets when we have good inner 
models; given the existence of sharps we know [9] that every such set is the 
projection of a tree on w X U, -the pertinent fact for the basic core model in 
[ll] is that if K is 2: absolute, then u,” = u:, and thus the tree is of height less 
than 02” (This enables us to lift the result that ~0~ is an upper bound on the length 
of Z: well-founded relations to that for E: with the same bound.) But looking 
more closely we shall see that entirely in analogy with Solovay’s analysis of fl: 
sets using L, which gave fl: sets as a union of o1 Bore1 sets, Bore1 in codes for 
wellorders, we may use inner models of V = K to decompose this tree and see 
that II; sets are again unions of w1 Bore1 sets, but Bore1 now in codes for 
wellorders but also for mice that go to make the core model that is absolute. 
Indeed it seems a general maxim that going up from Lr: to II: involves going up a 
‘type’ in the structures necessary in a proof: from wellorders to mice. One could 
think of L (well at least the countable part) as a collection of wellorders, but 
K fl HC is a collection of wellorders and mice (one might idly speculate that a 
good inner model for II:, if there exists such a thing has as constituents some 
kind of ‘higher type mouse’.) 
Of course there is divergence in the consequences of, say, assuming e.g. 
Ai-determinancy and that of the absoluteness of such an inner model that has a 
Ai well-order of its reals. But also of convergence: Kechris has shown that 
Ai-determinancy implies that many countable sets of A: degrees have minimal 
upper bounds (that is if all the degrees sit within one Q-degree). In a later paper’ 
we shall show that countable sets of A: degrees without minimal upper bounds 
implies the existence of inner models with measures; again this is a proof 
involving going up such a ‘type’. 
We have been deliberately rather vague about what ‘core model’ means, but 
actually we mean something for which we have a full fine-structural analysis, with 
a full covering lemma and 2: absoluteness results (as for example in [7]). We 
don’t yet mean Mitchell’s core models; the proper notion of mouse seems 
important for what we do, and we use extensively the relationship between 
‘critical’ mice and the inner core models they generate. In the sequel we shall in 
fact base our arguments on a paradigmatic case: that of the original core model, 
as given in [l] and written K from now on. That said, adaptations for a core 
model made up of mice with two, three, or countably many measures etc. should 
1 Minimality in the Ai-degrees, J. Symbolic Logic 52 (1987) 908. 
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readily occur to the reader. Accordingly, this K is 2: absolute when all reals have 
sharps but there are no p-models on countable ordinals, i.e. 0’ does not exist 
[l; p. 2151. 
So we start this investigation in Section 1 by seeing how @ sets can be 
decomposed into or Bore1 sets as intimated. The ideas for this are sketched out 
in Section 0.1. 
In Section 2 we give an example of an application of this kind of analysis, to 
show that if a K is 2; absolute, then every real being in K is equivalent to every 
II: set of reals contains a II: singleton. We adapt in a rather straightforward way 
Harrington’s proof of this result for L and II;, by adding into the recursion there 
certain mice. 
0. Preliminaries 
0.1. II: sets and II: sets 
In [lo] Solovay gave an effective decomposition of a #(a) set A, into X1 
Bore1 sets, i.e. A = Ulcol Ai, each A* Borel. This was done in an ‘effective’ way, 
a code for A* as a Bore1 set was uniformly obtainable from a and a real coding a 
wellorder of length A. Any II: (and hence 2;) set can be represented as the 
projection of a tree on cc) X ml (is ‘X1-Souslin’), the tree being in L. Thus: 
x EA e T(x) is not wellfounded 
3f E ww kf> E PI 
(in the notation defined below). 
Thus, if we set TE = T fl (o x 5)'" forg<w,, wemayexpressAaslJAn: 
x E An e T*(x) is now wellfounded. 
Now each Ai is analytic (being the projection of a tree on w x 5 with 5 
countable) and hence we have a uniform (in 5) definable decomposition of A* 
into x1 Bore1 sets: 
A=lJ UA;. 
~-cm, l-co, 
Thus: given the tree on o X co1 we may resolve as above 
We may express this in another way. Let @(e, x) be 
(i.e. every 2: set is of the form {x 1 @(e, x)} for some 
absoluteness theorem 
@(e, x) e L[x] k @(e, x). 
into K1 components. 
a universal 2: formula 
e E w). By Shoenfield’s 
Suppose A(e) = {X 1 @(e, x)}. Let AC(e) = {x 1 Lc[x] L @(e, x)}. Then each AS(e) 
is Bore1 and 
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44 = &J1 A&). 
Now the 2: absoluteness for K asserts that every II; (and hence 2:) set is the 
projection of a tree, in K, on o X u, and (I& = t)” [ll] (where we set now and 
forever z = or). Replacing this tree by one on o x w1 we may represent 2: sets 
as projections of such a tree T (i.e. 2: sets are also ‘XI-Souslin’) and then given 
this T break it up into TE on w x 5 as above. 
We wish now to construct a decomposition analogous to the ‘level-by-level’ 
second method above. For the sets AS(e) we are aided by the fact that a 2; 
relation is &((HC, E)) (if q( e, Q), is the ‘universal’ _Z,-formula in 2?(c) 
corresponding to @(e, vO), we may take A&e) as the set of x’s such that the 
existential witness for q(e, x) is in L.&x]). 2’: relations are correspondingly & 
over (HC, E ) and it would be a bit naive to try immediately to set 
where @ is some universal Z: formula, or some such. 
Now our assumptions on sharps and so on will actually imply that IIt is the 
union of critical mice (as defined below) and that for any real x 
where in the above K” is the core model built up of x-mice, that is, just 
relativising the definition of a mouse to a predicate for x. D” then is some class 
coding all these x-mice, and D = II”. Further it is also the case that HfrX1 is the 
union of critical x-mice. Now suppose @(e, x) is 2: and is equivalent to 
3y Y(e, x, y) where W is II;; then by Z:(x) absoluteness: 
@(e, x) = 3y Y(c, x, y) 
e 3~ E K[xl Y(e, x, Y) 
e IN” 3y E IV” Y(e, x, y) 
where N” is some critical x-mouse. Now critical mice (x or 0 or whatever) 
generate inner models of “V = K”” that is, inner models in which every set is 
contained in an x-mouse. Let WNx be that generated by IV. This in fact is 
WNx= LJ H$ 
ieOn 
where IV: is the i-th iterate of IV” whose measure is on the ordinal K~. But if N is 
the <,-least O-mouse such that iV 4 WNx, then 
W, = KWNx. 
But W, also thinks “K” = K[x]” and thus it will be the case that 
w,x = W,[x]. 
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All this boils down to saying that 
@(e, x) e 3N, a critical mouse, such that WN[x] i= @(e, x). 
Thus we might write for N a critical mouse, N E HC 
x cA(e, N) e W,[x]@(e, x). 
Then 
A(e) = ,L-& Ate, N). 
N critical 
Although these A(e, N) are not yet Borel, we aim to extract a bit more and 
decompose these sets again into components that are all Bore1 (in codes for N 
and countable ordinals.) 
In Section 1 we analyse the tree obtained by Martin-Solovay [9] and Mansfield 
[8] on w x u, for a ZZ: set yielding a Ai scale to do this. 
0.2. Some notations 
For b a real let I6 = (zp 1 i E On) be an enumeration of the class of Silver 
indiscernibles for L[b]. 
Let C = ( ui 1 i E On) enumerate nb&, Zb. Thus u1 = wi. 
Lemma 0.1. u2, . . . , u, < z* where t* is the least K-admissible ordinal, i.e. the 
height of the least admissible set containing K,, 
This is proven in [ 111. 
T is a tree on (usually) w x lj (E E On) if T is a set of sequences of the form 
((a0, 63,. . . y (4, Ek>) or usually written ((ao, . . . , al), (&I,. . . j &))E T 
Vl < k. 
A branch through T is an f E “(0 X E) usually identified with (fo, fi), fo E wo, 
fi E “5, such that 
Vn (f(O), . . . ,f(n)) “=“((fo(O), . . . ,fo(n)>, (fi@), . . . ,fi(n>)> E T. 
Definition. [T] is the set of branches through T. 
We say that T is wellfounded iff [T] = 0. 
Definition. For T as above, for any a E wo, 
T(a) = {(Eo, . . . , En) I((@), . . . p a(n)), (CO,. . . , E,,‘n)) E T). 
Definition. The projection of T is p [ T] = { a E ww 1 T(a) is not wellfounded}, (i.e. 
3fi (a, fi) E PI). 
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Definition. If u E T, then T, = {v 1 U”V E T}. 
Usually we identify reals with subsets of o of course. 
Detinition. wco = Seq = Seq,. 
VU, t E Seq we say o c t if r, as a function, extends o. 
o 1 z if u and r have no common extension. 
lb(a) = length of o = dam(a). 
We assume a recursive enumeration of Seq: (ti ( i E co) such that Vi lh(r,) G i. 
Definition. li = lh( ri). 
We assume to = (0). 
We restrict this notation to 2<” = Seq,, the full binary tree when needed. 
Definition. A perfect tree S, is a subset of 2<” such that 
rEs/\act j UES, 
UES + 3r,Y(u~tAu~YA+). 
We also identify branches through S (which we also write [S]), being an infinite 
sequence of O’s and l’s, as reals b. 
Definition. For S a perfect tree we extend the notation above to say 
S,={-c~T~t~uvu~~} ifuES. 
Now suppose (S” I u E 2<,) is a sequence of perfect trees such that 
(i) ucu’*sSd~SO. 
(ii) If f E “2, then n, Sf In contains only one branch. 
(iii) Iff,f’c02, f #f’, thenn,Sft”#n,Sf”“. 
Then 
Definition. S* = fusion of (S” I u E s(O) = n, Ulhco+, S” 
is, by Sack’s Fusion Lemma, a perfect tree. 
Another tool is the Mansfield Perfect Set theorem: 
Theorem 0.2. Let M be an inner model of ZF + DC. Let T be a tree on w x E, 
TEMand 
A =p[T] = {a E mm ) T(a) is not wellfounded}. 
Then either A E M or A has a perfect subset (coded in M). 
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0.3. Some definitions and results about mice 
We refer to [l] throughout and there more details can be obtained. Recall the 
definition of ‘mouse’ and ‘mouse iteration’ [l; 9.19-9.251. We use the notation 
there: if N is a mouse, then 
((N&o”, (~fi)ru+on, (~&on) 
is the mouse iterate of N with a-th iteration point and a-th iterate N,. 
Definition (cf. [l; 10.181). N is a core mouse iff for all mice M, if N is the a-th 
iterate of M, then c~ = 0 (and thus M = N). 
Definition. For N, (K, 1 a E On) as above we set 
C,= (K, 1 aEOn). 
Definition. For N a mouse let n(N) = least n such that p;t;” G KN (where N is ‘at’ 
KN, i.e. N k “KN iS measurable”). 
Set pN = pgN)+l and AN = AgN)+l. 
Recall also the <* ordering of core mice [l; 15.71. 
Definition. M < * N if ElQ a mouse, Q a mouse iterate of N, and a mouse 
iteration of M is a member of Q. 
Note this equivalent to saying that there exists a mouse iterate of N, Q say, 
with AM E Q. 
We abuse notation and say occasionally “NC* M” even if M and N are not 
core mice. 
Definition [l; 13.201. A mouse M with p,,, = 1 is called a real mouse. 
By [l; 13.211 “a is a mastercode of a real mouse” is a fl: relation. 
Definition. <t is <* 1 {Real Mice}*. 
Remarks. (1) In K the order type of this relation is wl. 
(2) Again we sometimes abuse this notation and write a -CO* b iff a, b are 
mastercodes of real mice M, N respectively (i.e. a = AM, b = AN) and M <z N. 
In this respect <z is then a Lr: relation of reals. 
Definition. A mouse N is critical (in the terminology of [l] ‘sharplike’) if 
N L “K is measurable and 3y (y = H,)“. 
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Definition. WN = UisOn Hz for N a critical mouse. 
Then 
Lemma 0.3 [l; 15.51. For N as above W, k ZFC + V = K. 
Lemma 0.4 (cf. [l; 15.51). Let M be un inner model of ZF with K $ M. Let P be 
the <*-least mouse such that P $ M. Then P is critical and KM = W,. 
The last two lemmas are true in general, that is they do not require the 
assumptions on sharps and so on. 
Lemma 0.5. (a) Every a E P<,(t) rl K has a sharp (in K). Thus: 
(b) Ht = lJ critical mice in Ht. 
Lemma 0.6. (a) There are no p-models on countable ordinals. 
(b) HEra1 = Hy Vu E P(U). 
We prove these two lemmas via the following 
Claim. In K, for no a G p < z is Kc L[a]. 
Proof. Suppose a were a counterexample. Then in V u may be coded by a real, f, 
say. Then f” exists, and hence in L[f#] we have that there is an embedding of K 
into K. By [l; 16.211 there is a p-model (i.e. an inner model of the form L” 
where in the latter structure U is a normal measure on some ordinal) which is in 
L[f#]. And the least such ordinal on which there is a p-model is countable by the 
existence of f”” which further shows that we have an embedding of L[f’] to 
itself above this and thus Ot exists. Contradiction! 0 
Proof of 0.5(a). By the Claim there is a critical mouse, M say, not in L[a]. If a’ 
didn’t exist in K, then both K and L[a] think that -a# and -L” respectively, and 
hence the Covering Lemma would hold in K over KL@l. This is absurd since an 
iteration point of M of cofinality o is strongly inaccessible in KLLal. 0 
0.5(b) follows immediately. And 0.6(a) is proven in the claim. 
Proof of 0.6(b). (c_) It suffices to show K E K”. If not then there exists a <*-least 
mouse M E Ht \ HF. We get a contradiction as in the proof of 0.5(a) above since 
then K”,[M] is a model, N say, of ZFC such that the following hold in N: 
(i) K” != “there are no p-models”. 
(ii) There are no p-a-models (i.e. models of the form L”+‘). 
Thus in N the covering Lemma holds over KK’. This is again absurd. 
(2) Similarly we 
clearly relativises to 
with M” E K”,\K,[a]. 
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may argue that K[a] i= “V = K”” (since the proof of (G) 
K[a]). If K” $ K[a], then let M” be the <.,*-least a-mouse 
Then by Lemma 0.4 (relativized to a) “KG (K”)KI”l = WMn” 
holds in L,[M”]. Let 174”’ be the sz-least u-mouse greater than M”. Then 
N’ = Z&M”, M”‘] = L5[Ma’] is a model of ZFC in which 
(i) KG W,.. Thus the iterations of M” induce embeddings of WMn to itself 
which in turn induce embeddings of K to K. Thus 
(ii) There exists a p-model in L[M”]. But M” ‘generates “Mug”’ and so this 
must be on a countable ordinal, contradicting part (a). 0 
Remarks. (i) Clearly we may have p-models on ordinals above t. Only if there 
are no p-models can we obtain K” = K[a]. 
(ii) (Without proof) If however we do suppose that there is a p-model on some 
,M 2 r, we may obtain in a forcing extension V’ of V that there exists a real b 
with: 
(a) K[b] k V = Kb A Vc (c E P_+(p)+ C* exists) A -L”. 
(Thus K[b] # L[b] and b# exists.) 
(b) Kb # K[b]. 
Further Ot proves the existence of such a b satisfying (a) and (b). 
Lemma 0.7. Z1((K,y, E, So* )) relations are &( (HC, E )). 
Proof. Suppose @(a)& (K,:, E, s,*) k q(u) where Q)(Q) is some 2i formula in 
the language 2’( i, a,* ). Formally the proof is an induction on the complexity of 
such q. A typical step being 
Q)(uJ = 3u1 (a( 210, 111) A VI2 so* Vi). 
So it suffices to observe that “zJ,?=~ vi” is 17,((HC, E)), since a~,*b iff 
(HC, E ) b “b is a master code of a real mouse M A (a = b or a E M and M F a 
codes a real mouse)“. The first conjunct we have already remarked is a n: 
statement about 6, and the rest is arithmetical. Cl 
Remark. Similarly, if a relation on reals is &((HC, E)), then it is 2’: and so if 
for example P is a 2: set of reals, then P fl K is 2[(( K,:, E, ci)): 
36 6(b, a) say, with 6 fl$ 
3b E K 6(b, a) 
3M, a critical mouse with a E M and p,,, = 1 
A M k “3b 6(b, a) A I-f, exists” 
3M (a E M A M k “3b 6(b, a) A H, exists” A M Go* M). 
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1. The decomposition 
Consider a ZZ; set A . Then 
a EA e -3.1 B(a, b) 
e -3b 3f (a, b, f) E [&I 
e S,(a) is wellfounded 
where Sr is a canonical tree (in L) on o x o1 obtained from the underlying ZZ: set 
B. In [4; 921 a tree on o x u, is constructed so that 
a E A e $(a) is not wellfounded. 
For our purposes we shall use the tree S: of [4; $2.51. (It is the ‘leftmost 
branches’ of S, or S,’ that yield a A$ scale on A.) We shall need some notation 
before defining S:. 
Definition. L = U ~!,[a]. 
IlEOW 
Lemma 1.1 (Solovay [S; KC]). Zf 5 < u,+r, then 
,Jj = tL[al(Ur, . . . ) 24,) 
for some real a and term t E Z( C, 6). 
Lemma 1.2. Suppose f E L and f : [col]“--, ml. Then there is an a and a t such that 
f(Eb . * * > En) = +YEI, * * * , 5,) 
See [4] for the above. 
Definition. If f is as above define f(u,, . . . , u,) = tL[nl(ul, . . . , u,). (Thus every 
ordinal < u,+~ has the form f (ul, . . . , u,) for some f E L rl [wlyo, for some n.) 
Definition. Set C” = (u; 1 i E On), the enumeration of lJ I”. 
aSy” 
UEK 
Definition. Let L’ = &Jr L[u]. 
UEK 
Then [ll, Lemma 61 showed 
Lemma 1.3. Vi E On u: = ui. 
Corollary 1.4. Every ordinal < u,,+~ is of the form 
f(4, * . * f 4) where f : [z]” 4 z, f E L’. 
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Proof. Simply redo Solovay’s proof of Lemma 1.1 using the fact of Lemma 1.1 
together with that of Lemma OS(a) giving every a E P<,(r) II K a sharp, to obtain 
VE < u,+13a E P<,(Z) n K 5 = P’(U1, . . . ) u,). 
Then this is enough to guarantee the proof of Lemma 1.2 just for these restricted 
f’s. 0 
Now define the following order-preserving maps from U, to u,. 
Definition. jm : (u,, <) + (u,, <) (1 G m < CD) is defined by 
im(&I) = U” if n<m, 
jm(u,) = u,+~ if n > m, 
and 
im(%, . . . , h)) =.k(Q, . . . , MG)) for f E E.. 
The following is then shown in [4; $2.51. 
Lemma 1.5. There is an m, a function from oCw x CO’ to o (dependent on the 
underlying II: set B) such that m E L and so that if we define the following tree on 
w x u, by 
then 
(o, (5, . * * 7 a) Es: 
e lb(a) = n A 
(l) Ei-iui+l A 
(2) Vi, j 1 G i, j < N if rj = zi^(k) for some k E w then 
Ej <im(o,i,j)+l(Ci) 
a E A e S:(a) is not wellfcjunded. 
(Note that if we code all the embeddings together viz: set R(u, & c)~j~(c) = 
t, then A = (uo, (Ui)iaor R) contains all the information to construct ST. But 
Lemma 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 show that 4 E K. Thus Sz is in K.) 
We write simply S from now on. The strategy is as follows: S is a tree of 
cardinality r in K, so we look at inner models, W, of V = K and try and define an 
S inside W. Of course this is not always successful since W may not be closed 
under # (and indeed if K = L#, the smallest inner model closed under the # 
operation, then no such inner model clearly can be!). Nevertheless we utilise 
whatever sharps are available to make a partial attempt. We build up S from 
below by taking critical mice M E K,, defining S”, a tree on an ordinal in W, so 
that for certain maps n MM, S is the direct limit of trees ( (S”, E), nMM,). These 
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‘approximations’, S”, can be put together to show 
a EA e S(a) is not wellfounded 
a 34 E K, S”(a) is not wellfounded. 
This is not entirely surprising. Let & be the set of critical mice in K,. Given 
N E r,, let N’s measurable cardinal be K~: 
Definition. (UN 1 i E On) enumerates lJ I”. 
@GY<KN 
SEW” 
Thus (UN) are ‘uniform indiscernibles’ for as many bounded subsets of K~ that 
have sharps in W,. 
Lemma 1.6. (UN ( 1 < i -=c CO) E Ni (the first iterate of N). 
Proof. (~7 ) 1s i < w) E H,W” = HT where A = at(N,). 0 
Now the function m of Lemma 1.5 is in L E W, for any NE &. So we may 
define an SN in WN as we did S in K. 
Definition. EN = U {L[a] 1 a G Y < KN A a# E WN>. 
Dehition. We define partial maps j:: (uz, <) + (u:, <) by 
iM(%) = 4 rl<m, 
= U”,l otherwise. 
If 3a E L.” 3t so that f = tL[‘](ur, . . . , uf’), then 
j;(g) = t”‘“‘(j;(uy), . . . , j;(uE”)). 
Thus j: moves the ordinals in its domain in precisely the same way that jm did. 
Definition. 
(0, (519 . * f J En,)) E SN 
e lb(a) =IZ A 
(1) Ei<Uiy+1 A 
(2) Vi, j 1~ i, j s r~ if for some k E w ~j = ti^(k) then &Yj <jZcq,i,j,+l(Ei) A 
(3) If Ei < WY, then 3a E eN with Ei = tf[“l(z$‘, . . . , z&J for some ti. 
Note. (3) is a stronger requirement than simply saying Ei E domjz. 
It is easy to verify that SN is a tree on w x ug in WN. 
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Lemma 1.7. Zf a is any real and S”(a) is not wellfounded, then a E A. 
proof. We do the obvious thing and map the tree SN up to S in an order 
preserving way. In detail: For (o, (Ei , . . . , En,)) E SN define 
nN((% (51, . * * , En))) = (6 (s;b * . . ) 5,)) 
where, if & = tfLoJ(ur, . . . , u;_~) for ai E LN, then S;i = tL’a’l(Ui, . . . , uk-l). Then 
(1) JT~ :SN+ S is one-to-one, and 
(2) if (a, 5) 2 (o’, 5’) then nN((O, f)) 2 nN((“‘, 5”)), 
since clearly if a, b E LN and i;,, = @“‘(u;“, . . . , uf) < tf@‘(u?, . . . , u;“) = LI say, 
then 
+(5‘,j) = t,L”‘(& . . . , &) < tf’b’(&, . . . , &) = JtN(5‘1). 
So, if SN(a) is not wellfounded, let (&,, E1, . . . ) be a branch through it. Then 
(JC~(&,), nN(E1), . . .) is a branch through S(a). Thus a EA. 0 
And conversely 
Lemma 1.8. Suppose a EA. Then 3N E J!, such that S”(a) is not wellfounded. 
Proof. a E A + S(a) is not wellfounded. Let (Zj,,, Ei, . . .) be a branch through 
S(a). By Corollary 1.4 we can find sets bi E P<,(z) fl K such that if & < n/,+1 then 
for some ti 
pi = tLLb”(U*, . . . f Us,). 
Let N be sufficiently large so that Vi < o bf E w,, i.e., bi E EN (by sufficiently 
large we mean large enough in <* and SO that at(N) > supi SUP bi). Thus 
u;N, . . . ) l.4 E are indiscernibles for each L[bi]. Set El! = tkLbzl(uf’, . . . , ur). By 
indiscernibility 
Ei < Z$ e & < Zji and f,! < ur+i 
and 
Ei <&0,i,j)+l (51) e Ej <im(o,i,j)+l(Ei)* 
By choice of N we have ensured that (3) in the definition of SN is fulfilled. So 
(6 6% * * . 7 52) ESNW6 (51, * . . 7 En)) ES. 
Thus (EC E;, . . .) is a branch through s”(a). 0 
Notice that if we define for M, NE G,, M<* N, at(M) G at(N), jr,+r,v in the 
obvious way, then 
(7rMN(P1(uy, . . . , uy)) = t’[“l(u~, . . . , uy) etc. 
We use the following which is [5; 9A-11. 
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Lemma 1.9. Zf S is a tree associated with a K-scale on a set A and Q G R2 is such 
that for some recursive f : lR2+ R! 
Q<a, b) e f (a, b) E A, 
then for some tree T E L[S] on o x K 
3b Q(a, b) e T(a) not wellfounded 
e 36 E L[S, a] Q(a, b). 
Now, if a is some complete II; set, and S = S: is the tree associated with A, 
then for some suitable recursive f =f, where P is a 2: set, we have a T in K: 
P(a) e T(a) is not wellfounded 
e 3b S(f (a, b)) is not wellfounded 
e 3N E & 36 S”(f (a, b)) is not wellfounded 
e 3N E r, TN(a) not wellfounded. 
Then TN E Wr; and so TN E NI. Thus 
P(a) G 3N E r, 3a < w1 L,[TN, a] k “TN(a) is not wellfounded”. 
Thus for each NE & we can express {a 1 TN(a) not wellfounded} as a union of X1 
Bore1 sets, each A: in a code for N and for a: 
P = Nvr && {a 1 L,[TN, a] L “TN(a) not wellfounded”}. 
0 
Call each of these sets A,(N, CY) = A(N, a). This is done uniformly for each 
N E I& There is thus a function f : To X toI+ codes for such Bore1 sets, and we 
can express then P as a union of K1 Bore1 sets-which is the desired result. •i 
Some observations: Suppose P were a countable fl: set. Since P is a 
projection of a tree T in K, by the Perfect Set Theorem P is contained in K. 
Clearly then, if o1 = wf, then P is countable in K and thus contained in a real 
mouse. Otherwise let a be a real coding a wellorder of length of. By Lemma 0.5 
(for a) P is then contained in a real a-mouse. Further one may simply observe 
that if w1 is inaccessible in every such K”, then we have Solovay’s result for # 
(& 22:): every uncountable Z: set of reals contains a perfect subset. 
We should like to be able to prove something like the following: if P is a 
countable II: set then, if Q is in P, L[a] I= “V = K”, or what turns out to be 
equivalent : the least mouse not in L[a] has the property that a EM. 
Unfortunately the trees we build are too coarse-we have to wait for a mouse N 
with a# in N, to witness that TN(a) is wellfounded. Notice that the conjecture 
stated above has the following consequences. If P were a # singleton, say with 
only member r, with r below O#, then r is L. So this question is a rather natural 
generalisation of what remains a conjecture about II: singletons. 
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2. On Ifi 
The “+” direction of our Theorem follows from a theory of H. Friedman: 
Theorem 2.1. If there is a strong AA wellorder of the reals, then every non-empty 
l7X set of reals contains a Ilf, singleton. 
Roughly a strong AA wellorder here means an order of type ~r)~ such that 
“<(*, e)” is A,!, and the set of reals coding initial segments of “<” is 2:. The 
above is proven in [2] where the relevant II: singleton is simply the <-first 
element of the J7: set under consideration. We simply remark that the Ai 
wellorder of the reals in K is strong. 
The proof of the “3” direction is the analogue of Harrington’s proof of the 
same direction, and a reader familiar with [2] will see immediately what we have 
to do. We construct a II: predicate q(x) such that 
ZF + Vu (a” exists) + -Ot !- 3x q(x) 
and 
ZF + Vu (a# exists) + -0” + Iw & K I- Vx (q(x)+ {x} is not n:). 
Analogously as for L, q(x) will say that x is a member of a large number of ,Y: 
sets- and is witnessed to be such in ‘relatively small’ inner models of K 
relativized to x and at a relatively small ordinal below oi. 
Suppose now @(e, x) is a universal 2: formula, i.e. evey 2:: set is of the form 
{x 1 @(e, x)} for some e and write 
x E A(e) e @(e, x) e K[x] k @(e, x). 
In Section 1 given a 2: set it was decomposed into the X1 many sets A(N, a). Call 
these for each e A(e, N, a). Thus 
x E A(e) e 3N E r, 3a < ml x E A(e, N, (Y). 
Now suppose T is a perfect tree. Suppose Ni = JF. Then for (Y > p “[T] G 
A(e, N, a)” is II: over L,[N, T] (being Vu L,[N, T, a] L “a E [T] A F”(a) is not 
wellfounded”, SerN being the tree previously described, in N,, and Se,“(a) not 
wellfounded being the existential statement 
3f:w+S’pNVn((f0rn), (fiTn)ESe,NA\fOrlt=arn)), 
and hence .Y1 over the ‘next’ admissible set, and is a ZF absolute statement. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose T is a perfect tree and [T] fl A(e) contains a real not in K. 
Then 3T’ G T, T’ perfect, 3N E K,, such that [T’] &A(e, N, (u). 
Proof. Suppose x E [T] fl A(e)\ K. Let S’ be a tree on w x u, such that 
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Y -WOW) is not wellfounded @ 3N E G, L[N, y] k “SNj’(y) is not well- 
founded”. Then SN8” is a countable tree, on w x uz, SN+ E W, 
W,. Letting A(e, N) = IJ,,,, A(e, N, a) =p[S”‘je], A(e, N) has, 
by Mansfield’s Perfect Set Theorem a perfect subset (coded in W,). Each 
A(e, N, a) is a Bore1 set, Ai in a code for N and a/, and we may use the argument 
of Solovay [lo] to get a contradiction from the assumption that each A(e, N, a) is 
countable for (Y < wl. Thus some A(e, N, a) contains a perfect set: Let T’ be a 
perfect subtree of 2’” (and of T) coding this perfect subset. Then T’ is as 
required. q 
We now define by recursion on ordinals j 6 A a set of perfect trees X(j), a set 
of integers Z(j), an ordinal cu(j) and a mouse N(j) (mirroring the X, Z, LY of [2].) 
The map j *X(j), Z(j), a(j), N(j) will be J5,( (Z&f, E, so*)) and hence by 0.7 
Z,((HC, E)). In particular all the trees X(j) are in K. Indeed Iz < of and the 
mice N(j) are all real mice. The following properties will hold: 
(i) Vi <j N(i) <z N(j) A Z(i) c Z(j) A a(i) G cw(j). 
(ii) o E T e To E X(j) for T E X(j); 
Vi <j VS E X(i) 3s’ c X(j) (S’ G S). 
(iii) Vi < j [T] E {[S] 1 S e X(i)} for T E X(j). 
(iv) e E Z(j) @ [T] EA(~, N(j), a(j)). 
Case 1: j = 0. Then a(O) = 0; Z(0) = 0; X(0) = {(2’“). 1 CT E 2’“); N(0) = Ji. 
Case 2: j = i + 1. Let N(j) = <,*-least critical N such that 
(a) N,*> N(i), 
(b) 3e 4 Z(i) 3a > a(i) ((VT E x(i))(YT’ G T, T’ a perfect 
tree, T’ EN A [T’] GA(~, N, a)). 
If there is no such 12 the recursion stops and we set A = i. Otherwise e(j) is the 
least e such that (b) holds, (u(j) is likewise the least such a. If N = .$ we may set 
for each T E X(i): 
T’ = <@east T’ such that T’ is a perfect tree, [T’] cA(e, N, a). 
DefineX(j)={TLI TEX() i A o E T’}. One may now check that (i)-(iv) hold. 
Cuse 3: j a limit. We use the fusion lemma to construct suitable sets of trees 
inside a particular mouse. Suppose we are given N(i), a(i), X(i), and z(i) for 
i<j. 
Claim. (Vk < j)(VU E X(k))(3T c U) (T is a perfect tree and satisfies (iii) 
above). 
The claim is proven using the fusion lemma exactly as in [2] and so we omit it. 
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We let N(j) = <,*-least critical mouse such that N(j),*> N(i) for all i <j (this 
already ensures (X(i), n(i), Z(i), a(i) ) i < j) E N(j)), and so that for all such k 
and U the fusion can be done in N(j). (Actually it is sufficient for this that 
cf(j) = w in N(j).) Thus define 
Vk <j VU E X(k) U’ = <,;-least T G U such that T satisfies (iii) (where N = JF). 
Define 
X(j)={UhIUEX(k)forsomek<jAaeU’}. 
Define 
Z(i) = g. Z(i); a(j) = U a(i). i<j 
Again one may check that (i)-(’ ) IV are satisfied. This completes the definitions, as 
remarked above the recursion is 2, over K,; in the predicate Co*. Let t be the 
least ordinal such that 
Then if i < t, i + 1 is defined. Thus A 3 t. But membership of Z(n) is 
zl(K,,, E, <z) (and hence by 0.7, Z(A) is a 2: set of integers). Thus A G t. 
Remark. If e $ Z(k), then since N(A + 1) is not defined 
3T E X(n) VT’ G T VN E K,: (T’ a tree A N a real mouse 
A [T’l $ A(e, N, a)). 
Now define 
n, I:, 
cp(x)=Vj6AVaVzVeEWVN (-realm) 
A: =_Z(jj A= (Y = cu(j)-,x eA(e, N, a)) 
-- 
=z 4 ‘& A#‘, 4 
Thus q(x) is a II: relation. By (i) and (iv) every branch through X(A) is a 
solution of q. Thus: 
ZF + Va (a* exists) + -Ot 1% q(x). 
Now suppose we are in a model of 
ZF + Va (a” exists) + -Ot + 3b (q(b) A (6) E n:). 
Then there exists an e such that {b} = IR \A(e). Since b $A(e), but q(b) holds 
e $Z(A). Now take T as in the above remark for this e. By Lemma 2.2 every 
branch through T which is not in K cannot be in A(e), i.e. must be in 
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R\A(e) = {b} or [T]\K = {b}. But T E K and thus card([T]\K) > 1. A con- 
tradiction. Thus [T] E K. But then there are no reals outside K. 0 
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